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Reference Priors

in non-Normal Location Problems

Carmen Fernández and Mark F.J. Steel

ABSTRACT
The reference prior algorithm ~Berger and Bernardo (1992)] is applied to location-scale

models with any sampling density. We establish the crucial role of the choice of the nested

se.quence of sets in the parameter space, azid the irrelevauce of the u.sual assumption of

Normality. Our results lend azi adclitioual motivation to the often used prior proportional

to the inverse of the scale parazueter, as this prior is found to be both the independence

Jeffreys' prior and the reference prior tmder variation indepeudence in the sequence of sets,

for any choice of the sampling density. A number of two-sample problems is analyzed in

this general context, extending the Behrens-Fisher, Fieller-Creasy and product of Normal

means problems outside Normality, while explicitly cousidering possibly different sample

sizes.
In the context of aai empirical exaxnple, it is shown that reference posterior analysis for

the difference and ratio of locations tmder non-Normal saznpling assumptions is numerically
feasible and can be very sensitive to the actual sampling distributions.

KEY WORDS: Behrens-Fisher problem; Fieller-Creasy problem; Information matrix; Jef-

freys' prior; Location-Scale model; Two-saznple problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An important issue in Bayesian statistics is that of a standard "non-informative~

prior distribution, often required when clear subjective prior information is lacking or

for the purpose of scieutific reporting. For models with only one parameter, the method

introduced by Jeffreys (1961) has gained widespread acceptance. However, in the presence

of nuisance parameters, variotts approaches have been suggested. Jeffreys himself (1961,

p.182) considers a modification of his rule for the cases where "a previous judgement

of irrelevance" seems reasonable. The latter principle will be denoted by independence

Jeffreys' principle in the sequel.

Using an information theory argument, Bernardo (1979) develops a formal method-

ology for multiparameter problems. He explicitly clistinguishes between parameters of

interest and nuisance parameters and defines the so-called "reference prior" as the prior

that maximizes the expected amotuit of infonnation (iu the Shannon sense) about the pa-

rameter of interest, as the number of i.i.d. replicationti of the experiment gces to infinity.

Under certain regularity conc6tions, his method leads to Jeffreys' prior in the absence of

nuisance parazneters. An explicit and updated description of the reference prior algorithm

was presented in Berger and Bernardo (1992). They introduce and discuss some technical

refinements, such as a nested sequence of compact sets (hereafter deuoted by {6~}) for

non-compact parameter spaces. In addition, in the case of more than two parameters,

they consider more paraaneter groups than just separating the parameter of interest and

the nuisance paranieters. Decisions concerning the choice of the sequence of sets, as well

as the choice and order of the parameter groups are found to potentially influence the form

of the reference prior.

Motivated by Stein (1985), Tibsliirani (1989) suggests a prior with an asymptotic

coverage pmbability justification, for the case of a unidimensional parameter of interest.

In order to apply this method, it is required to fmd a musance parameter that is orthogonal

to the parameter of interest. In tlus situation, the prior proposed by Tibshirani (1989) is

proportional to the square root of the element of the information matrix corresponding to

the parameter of interest, multiplied by aai arbitrary function of the nttisazice parameter.

Tibshirani (1989) gives some guidelines for the choice of the latter function.

In the present paper, we will focus on the reference prior in the context of general

location-scale models. We extend the usual assutnption of Nonnal satnpling to any con-

tinuous sampling distribution and explicitly consider two-sa.tnple problems, where some

function of both locatious will be of interest. Throughout the paper, we shall use the

reference prior algorithm described in Berger and Bernardo (1992), following their nota-

tion. We always assume sufficient regularity conditions for asymptotic Normality of the

likelihood function [see DeGroot (1970, ch.10) or Chen (1985)], in which case the reference

prior can be derived solely on the basis of the inforniation matrix [Section 2.3 of Berger

and Bernardo (1992) and Proposition 5.30 of Bernardo and Smith (1994)]. For the par-

ticular sampling distributions treated in Appendix B, i.e. Student-t, Exponential Power

and 5kewed Exponential Power (with q 1 1), we have checked that DeGroot's conditions

apply, so that asymptotic Normality of the likelihood function is assured.

In Section 2 we show that the structure of the infonnation matrix is essentially the
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saane for any continuous location-scale model. As a consequence, we can prove that the
reference prior for the location and scale parazneters is exactly the same for any sampling
density, thus extending the result of BPrnarclo (1979) outsicle the Normality framework. In
contrast, we observe, that the choice of the sequence of sets in the parameter space, {9~},
can influence the fonn of the reference prior and we provide a general result in this respect.
In a multivariate context, we also treat the case where we are interested in the Euclidean
nonn of the location pazameter, rather than in the entire vector.

The rest of the paper is essentially devoted to the case of two independent samples

from (possibly different) location-scale models and inference concerning some function of

both locations. In this situation, the ratio of the sample sizes is required for defining the
basic experiment and thus may enter the reference prior. Due to the presence of more than
two parameters, grouping azid ordering the parameters becomes an issue. In general, we
shall follow the recommendation of Berger aaid Bemasdo (1992) to put each parameter in a

separate group. We show that the reference prior is then the product of the independence

Jeffreys' prior and some function of the locations. The latter function can depend on

the sampling distributions, the relative saznple size, azid the clioices of the parameter of
interest and the sequence {O~}. Thns, whereas the independence Jeffreys' prior is the

same for any two-sample problem (i.e. for aaiy choice of sampliug densities, sample sizes

and parameter of interest), the fonn of the reference prior may vary according to some

features of the problem. In particular, its dependence on the paraineter of interest is an

iutrinsic characteristic of this method. Different choices of the parameter of interest define

differeut problems, a.iul in Sections 3-5 we cliscuss in detail the clifference, ratio and product

of locations. In thís way, we generalize the well-known Behrens-Fisher, Fieller-Creasy

and product of ineans problems, previously examined in the reference prior literature

under the assumption of two Normal samples [see Liseo (1992), Bernardo (1977), Berger

and Bernardo (1989) and Bernardo and Smith (1994)~, to any two continuous location-

scale models with possibly different sample sizes. In addition, in a mtiltivariate context,

we address the case where our interest foctLSes on the Euclidean distance between both

locations, whereas, for the univariate case, we also treat the product of locations with

unknown equal scale.
Section 6 contaíns an empirical illustration of the difference and ratio of locations,

using the so-called Cushny-Peebles data from Fisher (1948). We contrast different sampling
assumptions and develop numerical inethods for obtaining posterior distributions in various
non-standard situations.

Some main conclusions are summarized in Section 7.
Throughout the paper, we shall use p(.) to denote probability density functions on

observables, whereas the notation n(-) shall be reserved for parameters.

2. THE GENERAL LOCATION-SCALE MODEL

Let us consider the general continous location-scale model, with density function

~(ylniT) - TkfiT(2 - ~)Ji (2.1)

where x E~k (k ~ 1), a E~k is a location parazneter, r E~~ is a precision parameter

and f(-) is a probability density function ( p.d.f) taking strictly positive values in some
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set 2 C~k. Implicitly, we shall a5sume throuqhout that the regularity conditions for

asymptotic Normality mentioned in the Iutroduction hold. In practice, the location vector

a will often be of interest, whereas r is often a nuisance paraaneter.

2.1. Reference Priors for Cartesian Coordinates

In the reference prior literature, the assumption that f(.) is a Normal denaity function
is usually added to (2.1). In that case, Bernardo (1979) derived the reference príor

~r(n, o) oc o-~ , (2.2)

where o- r-~, taking either n or a as the parameter of interest. This is also the inde-

pendence Jeffreys' prior.
We shall now show that obtaining (2.2) as the reference prior does not hinge upon the

Normal sampliug asstunption, but always holds for the model in (2.1) under "usual" choices

for the sequence of sets O~. Using the variable transformation from x to z- r(y - a), we

can derive that the information inatrix for (2.1) is

I(o'r)- ~rb(Ï)) r~~f)~'
(2.3)

where A( f)-(a;~( f))k,~-~ is the k x k matrix with elements given by

s
a~i(f) - ai~(f ) - Jz ~ Ï(z) af

(z)~; (z) - a~á~ (z) dz, (2-4)

where z-(zl ,..., zk)', b( f)-(b;( f))k ~ is the k x 1 vector with

and

b~(f) - Jz dz
(z)dz -F ~~

fz ~a~,~~(z) - f~z) dz,(z)8z ( z)J z'dz,
(2.5)

c(f) - k f ~ Jz ~ f(z) dz,(z)8z(z) - d~ar(z)}
z,zrdz. (2.6)

~,r-1

Observe that the infonnation matrix in (2.3) dces not depend on a, but only on r and the

functions of f(.) in (2.4) -(2.6). This fact is crucial in obtaining the following result:

Tóeorem 1. For any clioice of f(.) in (2.1) aud with eáther n or r as tlie parameter of

interest (two groups), we obtain as reference prior

~r(a,r) oc r-~, (2.7)

pmvided táe sequence of sets verifies O~ - Oó x 6T, where {Oá} and {9T} are any nested

sequences of compact sets for a and r, respectively.

Proof: See Appendix A. ~
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Theorem 1 extends the "usual" reference prior from Normality to a much wider con-
text. We clearly see that the asswnption of Nonnality is irrelevant for obtaining the prior

in (2.7) or its equivalent in (2.2) in terms of o. Any choice of f(-) in (2.1) leads to the

prior in (2.7). As noted in Berger and Bernardo (1992), the reference prior with two groups

is invariant both with respect to the choice of the musance parameter (see also Bernardo

and Smith (1994, Proposition 5.27)] and with respect to one-to-one transformations of the

parameter of interest [Bernardo and Stnith (1994, Proposition 5.28)]. Thus, Theorem 1

can alternatively be restated in terms of o. Without mentioning the choice of sets 91,

this reference prior has also appearecl in Yang and Berger (1994) in the context of a linear
regression model, albeit without proof or discussion.

Our Theorem 1 also puts in perspective the crucial role of the choice of the sequence
{6~}. The condition on the latter mentioned in the Theorem is a sufficient condition
that leads to (2.7). Tlvs absence of detenninistic restrictions between a and r is termed
"variation independence" iu Basu (1977). We stress that this is oiily a suá'icient condition.
Other choices of E~ may lead to differeut reference priors. For instance, if we choose a as

the pazameter of interest and

A~ -{(a,r) : I~aII E Illl,l],r E IIIaII~~,1~IIaI~]},

where II' II denotes the Euclidean norm, then we still obtain ( 2.7); however, the very similar

sequence of

leads to

~~ -{(a,r) - IIaII E[~,l],r E IIIaII~(~f 1),1~(IIaII f 1)]}

k~2

7[(a, T) OC T-1 ~ Ilall ~ .
`IIaII t 1

as the reference prior. In general, we can deduce the following Proposition:

Proposition 1. With two groups, the reference prior algoritlnn leads to
(i) if a is the paracneter of interest: a(a,r) oc r-~ t(a) for sotne positive fimction t(.),
(ii) if r is the parameter of interest: a(a,r) a r-~s(r) for some positive function s(.),
where the forms of t(.) and s(-) depend on the sequence {6~}.

Proof: Similar to that of Theorem 1 but without the assuinption of variation indepen-

dence. ~

F~om Proposition 1 we see that the product structure between a and r is always

retained, irrespective of the choice of {9~}. In adclition, tlus Proposition clearly shows

that the choice of f(.) in (2.1) never influences the reference prior. Thus, Normality plays

no role whatsoever in obtaining the reference prior, whereas the sequence of sets chosen

can affect its fonn. In the special case of va.riation independence in 6~, the functions t(.)

and s(.) are constant and we are back in the situation of Theorem 1.

~om the form of the information matrix in (2.3) we can immediately see that (2.7)

also corresponds to the independence Jeffreys' prior for aziy f(.) in (2.1). The full Jeffreys'

prior in this case is ~r(a, r) oc rk-~.
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Usually, the location vector cti will be the paratnPter of interest. In the case of Normal
sampling frotn (2.1) sud with the priur in (2.7), we kuow that the marginal posterior

distribution of a after n independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) observationa is a k-

variate Student-t with k(n-1) degrees of freedom, thus requiring at least two observations

for properness. In Fentández, Osiewalski and Steel (1995a) it ís shown that n- 1 leads to

an impmper posterior of a for most practically relevant choices of f(.) in (2.1), such as the

classes of spherical, elliptical and Iq-spherical (see Osiewalski and Steel (1993)] diatributions

in a multivariate context, or the class of symmetric densities in the univariate case. In

order to conduct inference on location we can then either increase the sample size n, or, in

a multivariate framework, parameterize a in terms of a lower-dimensional vector ry E S2p

with p G k. In the special case of linear regression, we can derive that the structure of the

information matrix for (ry, r) is the same as (2.3) in the way the paratneters intervene, and

thus the reference prior is

x(7,r) a r-I (2.8)

under variation inclependence in the sequence of sets. For more general structures on the

location vector, the reference prior will typically be different.
Fernández et al. (1995a) show that the joint distribution of (n,x) [or (ry,x)] under

the prior in (2.7) [or (2.8)], is exactly the sanie in a wide class of saznpling models in

(2.1), characterized by fixing the distribution over the unit sphere (which reducea to the

set {-1,1} in the univariate case). Thus, whenever the posterior distribution after one

observation is proper, perfect inference robustness in this entire class is achieved. In such

a case, not only the reference prior I~ut also the reference posterior (after one observation)

is exactly the same for a wide class of satnpling models in (2.1). As an example, in a

multivariate context, the reference posterior distribution for a linear regression coefficient

ry(and thus inference based on it) in the spherical clas.s is unaffected by clepartures from

Normality. Fernández et al. (1995a) note that such robustness no longer holda under

repeated i.i.d. sampling and consider the case of observation-specific precision parameters

in order to retain inference robustness under indepencleut sampling.

2.2. Reference Priors for Polar Coordinates

In a multivariate setting (k ) 1), one may not be interested in the entire vector a,

but rather in some characteristic, such as its Euclideazi norm. In the latter situation, a

polar representation of a becotnes natural. For reasons of simplicity, we shall derive the

reference prior in the bidimensional case (k - 2). We consider three groups in the order

{u,w,r}, where u- ~~a~~, the Euclidean radius, and w- arctan(a~~aZ), the polar angle.

Theorem 2. For the model in (2.1) with the order {u,w,r} (three groups), and any

sequence of sets ~~ - e;, x 6W x Or, we obtain the reference prior

n(u,w,r) a r-lv(w,f), (2.9)

where v(w, f) is given in (A.1) in Appendix A; in tenns of the original parameterization,
we thus get

~r(a, r) oc r-t ~~a~~-lv(arcta.n(ctt ~a2), f). (2.10)
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ProoE See Appendix A. ~

Thus, contrary to what we obtained in Proposition 1, the reference prior depends on
the pazticular form of f(-) when our interest focuses on the polar radius of a. However, in
many cases the following simpler result applies:

Corollary 1. Whenever f(.) is sucJi that the infonnation matrix in (2.3) is diagonal witó

the same a;;( f) for any i - 1, ..., k, v(~, f) becomes a constant function in ~ and thus

n(a,r) oc r-~~~a~~-~ (2.11)

for any surh f(.).

Proof: Follows directly from expression (A.1) in Appendix A. ~

The situation of Corollary 1 is guaranteed if we have excliangeability and axial symme-

try (e.g. sphericity and ly-sphericity), but also applies for other cases, such as multivariate

Skewed Exponential Power distributions [.see Fernández, Osiewalski and Steel (1995b)], as

explained in Appendix B. The reference prior in (2.11) is thus obtained under Normality,

which further refines upon a result mentioned by Beruarclo (1979).

2.3. Two-Sample Problems
So far, we have considered the case of saznpling from a single location-scale model, but

we can also be interested in functions of the locations froin two indepenclent samples. We
now assume that we have n independent k-variate observations from the sampling model
in (2.1). In addition, we consider an independent second sample of m i.i.d. observations
generated from

P(ylp,~) - ~'g{~(y - A)}, (2.12)

where y E S2' (s ? 1), Q E ~' is a location pazameter, ~ E 32f is the precision and g(.)

is a p.d.f. in ~t'. Again, we implicitly impose sufficient regularity conditions to warrant

asymptotic Normality of the likelihood fiuiction.
Observe that we allow for different sizes for both samples. It is well-known that in

the one-sample case, sample size does not affect the reference prior. The basic experiment
is then just one replication, the infonnation matrix of which was given in ( 2.3). In the
two-sample situation, however, relative saanple size n~rn enters the information matrix in
a non-trivial way. The basic experiment in tlus case requires fixing relative sample size,
and thus the reference prior can depend on the ratio n~m. Note, however, that it will
not depend on the number of i.i.d. replications from the basic experiment, parallelling the
result for one sample in that sense.

In the context of Normal sampling three well-known cases are the Behrens-Fisher prob-

lem, the Fieller-Creasy problem azid the procluct of ineans, which have all been previously
addressed in the reference prior literature. The sequel of the paper will mainly concentrate

on analyzing the extensions of these classical two-sample problems to the context of two

general location-scale models as in ( 2.1) aaid ( 2.12), without the Normality assumption.

We shall explicitly allow for any sample sizes, n and m, possibly different. First, we present
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some general results on reference priors for two-saxnple problents. As already indicated,
our parameter of interest, denoted by B, will Ue a function of the locations a and fl. In

addition, we will reparameterize (a, Q) into (B, p), for some nuisauce parameter p. We now

distinguish between the case of unknown but equal scales (i.e. r-~) and the case where

r and ~ are unknown and potentially different.

Proposition 2. Consider n i.i.d. mplications fmm (2.1) and m i.i.d. observations from
(2.12).
(i) Egua! scales: We assume r-~ and taóe three groups ordered as {B, p, r}. Then the
reference prior in the original pa,ratneterization is

n(a, ~, r) oc r-~R(a, ~),

for some non-negative fwiction R(.), the form of which may depend on the choice of (B, p),
as well as on f(.), g(-), n~m and {A~}.
(ii) Potentiallv different scales: With four groups ordered as {B, p, r, ~} or {B, p, ~, r} and

assuming variation independence between r and ~ in {O~}, the refesence prior is

~(a,Q,r,~) a r-~~-~Q(a,~),

for some non-negative function Q(-), the fortn of wlvch may depe.nd on (B, p), as well as
on f(.), 9(.), n~nx and {O~}.

Proof: The reference prior algoritlmi applied to the relevant information matrix, involving
sample sizes. ~

Remark that the independence Jeffreys' prior woidd always be a(a, Q, r) a r-t for
the case ~ - r, and a(a,~, r, f) oc r'~ t:'t for possíbly different scales. Our results in
Pmposition 2 add an additional factor [R(.) or Q(.)], which depends on a number of
features of the problem. In line with the tmderlying motivation for the reference prior
[Bernardo (1979)], the choice of the paratneter of interest plays a crucial role in the form
of the reference prior, whereas it leaves the Jeffreys' prior totally unaffected.

3. THE GENERALIZED BEHRENS-FISHER PROBLEM

In the classical Behrens-Fisher problem [see e.g. Fisher (1956, chap. 4)] the issue is
to conduct inference on the difference of tlxe means of two inclependent Normal samples
with unknown ancl possibly different variances. The reference prior for this problem, which
corresponds to choosing f(.) in (2.1) and g(-) in (2.12) standard Normal p.d.f.'s and k- s,
was derived in Liseo ( 1992) for k - s- 1. For the parameter of interest a-~ and any
ordering of the nuisance parameters a t~, v2 - r-2 and ~~ - t:-2, he obtains as the
reference prior

~(a,Q,o2,~Z) ac a-2~-Z. (3.1)

Let us now examine the problem of difference of locations when we drop the assumption of

Normality and we consider instead any two location-scale models with any value for k- s.

We thus take the parameter of interest to be B- a-~, and we shall choose as nuisance
parameters Q, r and {. Our main result is smnmarized in the following Theorem.
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Theorem 3. If we tal.e four gmnps in tlte order {9, Q, r, ~} or {B, Q, l;, r}, with 6~ -
6B x O~ x 6T x OÉ in an obvious notation, we obtaín as the reference prior

~(B,Q,r,~) -T(o,ij,r,~) a r-~~-t, (3.2)

for any choice of f(-) in (2.1) and g(.) in (2.12), with any k- s.

Proof: Based upon the information matrix in (2.3) for each of the independent samples,

taking ínto account the sample sizes. ~

Note that the prior in (3.2) coincides with (3.1). Thus, like in the one-sample case
(Theorem 1), we find that the Norniality assumption plays no role whatsoever under the

usual assumption of variation independence in the sequence of sets. In this problem,
however, one could find it more natural to assume variation independence in the original
parazneterization. It can be proved that with aaiy sequence of rectazigles for (n„B, r, {)

Theorem 3 still holds. Clearly, relative sunple size does not affect the reference prior in

(3.2) either. In terms of Proposition 2(ii), (3.2) corresponds to Q(a,Q) - 1, regardless of
f(.), g(-) and n~m, and thus coincides with the independence Jeffreys' prior.

Since we now have more than one nuisance parameter, their ordering becomes an
issue. Theorem 3 addresses the situation where the scales are raztked last [as was the case
in Proposition 2(ii)]. If at least one of the scales precedes Q, then with the same choices
of {9~} we can still obtain (3.2) under the following conclition:

Proposition 3. ff f(.) xitd g(-) are suclt that I(a, r) and I(Q, ~) as defined in (2.3) are
block-diagonal (i.e. 6(f)- L(g) - 0], then (3.2) is the reference prior (with four groups)
under any ordering of the nuisance parameters.

Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 3. ~

In the case that one or both scales precede Q and either of G( f) and b(g) is nonzero, we
typically lose the form of the reference prior in (3.2). As mentioned in Berger and Bernardo
(1992), the ordering of the nuisaaice parameters is essentially arbitrary aaid different or-
derings can lead to clifferent fonns of the reference prior. However, Berger and Bernardo
(1992) do not recoinmend to resolve tlus arbitrariness liy only distinguishing between the
parameter of interest and the collection of all nuisaaice parazneters (two groups). Instead,
they argue in favour of fuier groupings. Incleed, if we take just two groups, namely 8 and
((i, r, t; ), we obtain under variation independence

i~z
n(B, Q, r, ~) - x(a, Q, r, f) a r-~ ~-t I nzD(f )rz f D(g)~z I , (3.3)

where ~- ~ denotes determinant azid D(.) - A(.) - c-~(.)b(.)b'(-), with A(.), b(.) and c(.) as
defined in (2.4) -(2.6). Observe that, by considering (p, r, t;) as one group, Proposition 2

(ii) does not apply. Despite the variation independence in O~, the reference prior in (3.3)
no longer has a product strueture in r aaicl ~. Thus, eveu with two inclependent samples,
the posterior distributions of (c~, r) and ((i, ~) ate no longer independent. We also note
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that the prior in (3.3) will generally depend on the particulaz choices of f(.) and g(.),
except when f(.) - g(-). In addition, relative satuple size (the ratio n~m) affecta the form
of (3.3).

As a result of the particulaz product structure fonn in (3.2) the robustness result
for (a, x) mentioned at the end of Subsection 2.1, directly extends to (a, x, Q, y) in this
context. However, the posterior distribution of (a, (i) after just one observation from each
sample (m - n- 1) will typically not be proper, thus precluding posterior inference on
B- a- Q. In that case, in a multivariate fraznework, we could reparameterize a and Q in
terms of lower-dimensional vectors ry aaid ê, respectively, and focus our interest on ry- ó.
Note that now we can allow for x and y to have different diinensions (i.e. k- s is no longer
imposed) as long as both y and Á share some lower dimension p. In the extreme case of

common location, a- ry~k and Q- ó~, with p- 1 and ey denoting a q x 1 vector of ones.
Then, using the four gmups ry- ó, ó, r, ~, the results in Theorem 3 and Proposition 3
directly apply, defining t7 - ry- ë and replacing a and (3 by ry and b respectively. If we

take the two groups ry- Á and (á, r, ~), we get (3.3) after replacing D(f) by rtD(f)rk and

D(g) by ~~D(g)~a.
Whenever the location paraaneters a azid (i have more than one element, we may be

interested in the Euclidean norm of the difference a- Q, rather than in the entire vector.
Iudeed, this is a common measure of the distazice between the locations. For simplicity,
we consider bivariate observation.s (k - s- 2) and take u- IIa - QII as our parameter
of interest, with w- arctan{(al -(3~ )~(a2 -(3Z)}, the corresponcling polar angle. If we
choose f(-) and g(-) such that the conditions of Corollary 1 apply for each of the samples,
we obtain the following result:

Theorem 4. For f(.) and g(.) veriïying the conditions of Comllary 1, and 8ve groups
ordered as {u,w,Q,r,~}, with O~ - OY x 0~, x OÁ x OT x OÉ, the reference prior is

~(u,w,Q,r,f) a r-'~-', (3.4)

corresponding to
~(a,Q,r,~) a r-'~-'IIa - QII-'- (3.5)

Proof: Similar to that of Theorem 2. ~

4. THE GENERALIZED FIELLER-CREASY PROBLEM

Again, we shall consider n i.i.d. observations from (2.1) and m independent replica-
tions from (2.12) under independence between both saanples. We assume k - s- 1, i.e.
univariate observations. The focus of iuterest is now the ratio of locations: B- a~~i.
Z~aditionally, this proUlem has Ueen posed in the context of Normality aaid equal unknown
vaziances v~. The senunal discussion of this issue caai be foLmd in Fieller ( 1954) and Creasy
(1954), who both propose fiducial solutions to this proUlem.

Bernardo (1977) derives the reference prior in tlus Nonnal case, and obtains for B
being the parameter of interest:

~(B,Q,o) a a-~(B2 -~ 1)-~~2. (4.1)
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Even though Bernazdo (1977) derived this prior for general sample sizes n and m, our
results indicate that ( 4.1) requires n- nx. We now investigate this problem outside the
Normal context, retaining B- a~Q as the parameter of interest and denoting the common
scale by r(i.e. t; - r).

Theorem 5. With the order {B, Q, r} (three groups) a.nd 6~ - AB x 6~ x 9r or 9r
corresponding to recta~igles for (a, (3, r), we obtain as the reference prior

x(B,Q,r) a r-lr-~1~(B), (4.2)

where

r(B)- ~;nA(f){m~(Í)t~(9)}-m262(f)]82-2mMf)~(9)BtA(g){mdf)td9)}-b2(g)
(4.3)

wíth A(.), 6(.) and c(.) as defined in (2.4) -( 2.6) taking k- 1.

Proof: Using the reference prior algoritlun on the releva.nt information matrix, taking

into account the sainple sizes. ~

The prior in (4.2) corresponcis to R(a, (3) - ~f3~-~r-'1~(a~(3) iu Proposition 2(i). The

general expression for the reference prior is thu.s found to depend on the functional form

of each sampling model as well as on the relative sa.inple size. However, the expreasion for

r(B) simplifies in the following situation:

Corollary 2. If f(.) and g(.) are equal and such that 6(f)- 0, the reference prior becomes

x(B, p, r) a r-1 (nB2 f 1) -',2 (4.4)
m

or, in terms of the original pararneterization

n 1~2
n(o, Q, r) oc r-~ (-a2 ~- Q~) ~ .

m

Proof: Follows directly from (4.3). ~

In order to obtain the same reference prior for an entire class of sampling models,

Corollary 2 imposes that f(.) - g(.), apart from the conclition G(f)- 0. Thus, in particu-

lar, if both samples are generated from the sazne syminetric clistribution, we have (4.4) as

the reference prior. This, of course, applies to the original Fieller-Creasy problem, where

Normality was assumed. The expression in (4.4) still depends on relative sample size, i.e.

the definition of the tmderlying basic experiinent. Oiily if m- n do we obtain (4.1) for

o - r-~.
If we group both nuisance parameters and derive the reference prior under two groupa,

we obtain under a similaz choice of sets as in Theorem 5:

x(e,Q,r) a t~- '1~(e)
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with r(B) as in (4.3), which no longer possesses the factor r-t. Clearly, this grouping of
parameters is outside the scope of Proposition 2(i).

5. THE PAODUCT OF LOCATIONS

We now consider a first sample of n utiivariate observations from (2.1) and a second
sample of m univariate observatious from (2.12) and focus our interest on the product of
the locations. Thus, B- aQ is the parameter of interest. Berger and Bernardo (1989)
treat this problem with Normality imposed on both samples, with a, p~ 0 and known
unitary variances ( r -{- 1). They comment on the difficulties encotmtered in classical
estimation of B- aQ, when a, ~~ 0. Implicitly, Berger and Bernardo ( 1989) assume both
samples to be of equal size ( n - m), whereas Bernardo and Smith (1994, Example 5.19)
explicitly treat different sample sizes.

We shall extend their analysis in two stages. Firstly, we introduce general forms for
f(.) and g(.), and secondly we consider tmknown eqttal scales ( r -~). Overall, we shall
choose as nuisancP parameter p-(~i~n)tI2. For the first Pxteusion, we asstmte r- f- 1,
but the analysis is trivially extencled to axiy known values of r and ~ as also mentioned in
Berger and Bernardo ( 1989) for the Normal case. Our main resttlts are summarized in the
following Theorems:

Theorem 6. ICnown scales
For n repL'cations from (2.1) and rn replications fmm (2.12) with r- l; - 1, and two
gmups in the order {B, p}, the reference prior is:
(i) if A~ - 6é x 9p

tz
~(a, ~) a (a~)-1 (rn A(g) a2 } R~l ~

(ii) if 9~ corresponds to rectangles in (a, Q)

t~z

x(a,Q) a
`m A(9)a~ } ~~~

wit6 A(.) as defined in (2.4) with k- 1.

Proof: Essentially follows the proof of (5.11) in Berger aaid Bernardo (1989). ~

As mentioned in Berger azid Bernardo (1989) for the Normal case, the choice of the
sequence of sets clearly matters. Both (i) and (ii) could be considered natural choices for
6~, but they lead to rather different fonns for the reference prior. Generally, the choice
of the sampling distributions also matters in (5.1) a.ncí (5.2), although it does not when
f(.) - g(.). Thus, the reference priors derived by Berger and Bernardo (1989) under
Normality for n- m, extend to the case of takiug both equal-sized saauples from the same
general location model. On the basis of frequentist coverage probabilities under Normal
sampling with n- m, Berger and Bernardo (1989) favour taking rectazigles in the original
parameterization. Tibshirani (1989) builds on earlier results by Stein (1985) to give an
asymptotic coverage probability motivation for the prior preferred by Berger and Bernardo
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(1989). We have extended Tibslvrani's retitilt to otu more general fraanework, i.e. for any
f(.) and g(.) and any saanple sizes n aiid m: The parsuneter ({nA(f)}~{mA(g)}]a2 - Qz
can be shown to be orthogonal to 9- aQ ( in the sense of a diagonal infonnation matrix),
and Tibshirani's method can then be applied leading to the prior in (5.2). Thus, from this
point of view, the prior in (5.2) is preferable to the prior in (5.1).

Theorem 7. E~ual iuiknown scales
We consider samples of sizes n and m fmm (2.1) and (2.12), respectively, with r-~
unknown and the three groups in the order {B, p, r}. If either or both of 6( f) and b(g) is
zero, the relerence prior is:
(1) If6~ - 9é X 6P X Af

1~T

z(o,Q,r) a r-~(aQ)-~ (m M(g)az
f QZ~ , (5.3)

(ii) if A~ - 6~B p~ x 9T, where A~B P~ corresponds to rectru~gles in (a, p),

~(n,Q,r) a r-~ (m M(g)IXZ } ~1Z J
i~2

where

M(f)- A(f)- b~(f ) and M(g) - A(g) - n
bZ(g)

C(f)f nc(g) rnc(f)~C(g)

(5.4)

with A(.), 6(.) and c(-) as given in (2.4) -(2.6) with k- 1.

Proof: After a first step that leads to the factor r-~, we follow the proof of Theorem 6.

Note that if b(f)- 0, then M( f)- A( f) and azialogously for the second sampling
model. If both 6( f) aud b(g) are zero, we obtain the sa,ine expressions as in Theorem 6
with an additional factor r-~. Just like in Theorein 6, the choice of {A~} in9uences the
reference prior. Tlvs contrasts with Theorem 3 for the difference and Theorem 5 for the
ratio of locations, where both choices of {O~} led to the sanie form of the reference prior.
The problem of products of locations is particularly sensitive to the choice of the sequence
of sets, as already noted by Berger and Beniardo (1989) in the Nonnal context.

Theorem 7 presents another example of Proposition 2(i), where the form of the
function R(.) now depends on the sequence {A~}. Due to the different parameter of
interest, the fimctions R(.) now obtained also differ from that corresponding to the ratio
of locations with the same choices of {A~} (see Theorein 5). This again illustrates the
intrinsic dependence of the reference prior on the focus of the analysis.
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e. EMPIRICAL ILLUSTRATION

In this Section we shall use the reference priors derived previo~LSly to treat the so-called

Cushny-Peebles data, quoted fmm "Student" (1908) in Fisher (1948, p. 121). These data

are on the effect of two different soporific drugs azid were also used in Fieller (1954) and

in Kappenman, Geisser and Antle (1970). Thus, we have tuiivariate observations on the

number of extra hours of sleep as a resiclt of each drug. In line with the previous Sections

we assume independence between both saanples, each of which is of size 10. The observa-

tions for the first saznple are {0.7, -1.6, -0.2, -1.2, -0.1, 3.4, 3.7, 0.8, 0.0, 2.0}, whereas the

second sample is { 1.9, 0.8,1.1, 0.1, -0.1, 4.4, 5.5,1.6, 4.G, 3.4}. We shall asstune the samples

to be generated fmm the location-scale models in (2.1) and (2.12), respectively, and we

will now focus on the difference and the ratio of the locations.

6.1. The Difference of Locations

Traditionally, this problem was posecl under Normality with unknown and possibly

different variances ( Behrens-Fisher problem). Here we shall aLso investigate the problem

under alternative assumptions for f(.) and g(.): Stuclent-t distributions and Skewed Ex-

ponential Power distributions with q - 2[see ( A.2) and (A.6) in Appendix B]. Since these

sampling distributions all lead to block-diagonal infonnation matrices in (2.3) [given in

(A.3) and (A.5), respectively], Proposition 3 applies and the refereuce prior is (3.2) for

all models. Due to the product structure of (3.2) azid the uidependence of both samples,

we know that ( a, r) and (~3, ~) ( a11d t11LL4 fY A11C1 p) are a pasteriori independent. Thus, it

suffices to present the derivation of the posterior distribution for just one sample. Then,

different stocha.stic assumptions for x in (2.1) and y in (2.12) ca.n iuimedíately be com-

bined. Let us thus only describe the azialysis of the posterior distribution of a computed

with the prior a(a, r) a r-~. From independeut drawings on n and Q we directly construct

drawings for B - a-~, which is the focus of interest. Throughout this Subsection, our

empirical results will be based on 50,000 drawings; in cases ( ii) aaid ( iii) a Gibbs sampler

is used, the first 2,000 draws of which will be discarded ( the "bum-in").

(i) NORMAL SAMPLING
It is well-known that if f(.) is a Nornial p.d.f., we obtain

a(a~x~,...,x,~) - Ï3(n~n - l,i,ns~~), (6.1)

i.e. a univariate Student-t distribution with n - 1 degrees of freedom, location x a.nd
precision nss~ [see DeGroot (1970, p. 60)], iLSing

i- 1 ~ x;, sZ - 1 ~(x~ - x)~,
n ;-i n - 1 ;-i

and where the observations are denoted by xl ,..., x,,. As already noted in Subsection 2.1,
we need at least two observations for a proper posterior. Clearly, moments will exist up
to the order n- 1(not including).
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(ii) STUDENT SAMPLING WITH v DEGREES OF FREEDOM
Tlvs corresponds to salnpling from (2.1) with f(-) as given in (A.2) ( choosing k- 1).

Contrary to the previo~LS case, a tractable analytical expressíon for the marginal posterior
density of a does not exist, and we shall resort to Gibbs sampling [see Gelfand and Smith

(1990) and Casella and George ( 1992)~. We can prove that the posterior denaity of a is

proper if and only if n 1 2 and has moments up to ancl not including n- 1[see Fernández
and Steel ( 1995)]. Geweke ( 1993) treats Student-t sampling in a linear regression context.
He exploits the representation of a Student distribution as a scale mixture of Normals. In
our context we shall use:

~xi~aiTi~i) - fN(xi~ai(T2~i)-1)~

where each v~; has an independent X ~ distribution, i- 1, ..., n. A Gibbs sampler can
then be set up in terms of the following conclitionals:

n n
~i2i

x(aIT2~~li...i~n~xl~...,2„) -fN al~~nl i(T2~i1i)-1 (Ó.2)

~i-1 ~~ icl

n

~(TZlai~li...,~lnixl~...ixn)-fG~TZ~il~2~~i(xi-a)~ , (6.3)

i-1

i.e. a Gamma distribution parameterized as in DeGroot ( 1970, p. 39), and

n ( v~l 1
~(a1i...,an~a,TZ,xI,...,xn) - ~fG 1 ai~ 2 , 2{VfT~(xi -a)2}

i-1 `

Cycling through the conditionals in (6.2) -( 6.4) we generate a Markov chain that will
converge to drawings from the joint posterior.

(iii) SKEWED EXPONENTIAL POWER SAMPLING
Finally, we introchlce skewness into the sampling distribution considering i.i.d. draw-

ings from (2.1) with f(.) given in (A.6) for k- 1 and q- 2. Thus, for i - 1, ..., n, we
have

P(xi~a,r) oc rexp I- 2 ((x~ ry2a)Z I(a~oo)(xi) } ry~(xi - a)~I(-~.a)(xi)1
J,

(6.5)

where ry is a fixed positive number. Clearly, for y- 1 we are back in the case of Normal
sampling, but for ry~ 1 we introduce positive skewness and for ry G 1 negative skewness.
Fernández et al. (1995b) introduce this class of distributions sud provide more detail.

If we order the observations as x(1) C x(2) ... C x(n) and define the sets So -

(-~, x(t)]~ Si -(x(ih x(itl)]~ 1 - 1, ..., n- 1, and S„ -(x(„), oo), we can prove that the

posterior distribution x(a~xl, ..., x„) is a tnulcated Student-t distribution with n- 1 de-

grees of freedom on each of the sets S„ j- 0, ..., n. Tlnls, as in both previous cases, this

posterior is proper provided saanple size n 7 2, and has momeuts up to (and not including)
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n- 1. As alreacly remarkecl, iu orcler to coucluct tlte posterior analysis of B- a-~, we

require drawings from both n and ~i. In order to geuerate drawings from this non-atandard
distribution for n, we shall use a Gibbs sauipler on both a aud r. This will amount to
drawing from

n

n(a~TZ,xt,... , x„) - ~ Ít'v(a~lli~ (T ZPi)-1)Is~ (n),
~-o

where

and from

„ i

p~ - n7z ~ f J7z and PiNi - yz ~ x('1 } ryz ~ x('1'
~-itt :-t

z n 1~3 z ( 1 z 1.
x(TZ~a, xt, .. ., xn) - Íc ~r ~ 2, 2~,(x: - n) í 7z Ilo'oo)(x: - a) f 7 I(-~,o)(x~ - o)} J

` :-~ l
(6.7)

Tntncated Normal drawings frotn ( 6.6) were generatecl ttsing the mixed rejection algorithm
described in Geweke (1991).

Figure 1 plots the posterior detLSity fimction of B- a- (3 ou the basis of the Cushny-

Peebles data aaicl for three different satnpling schemes. First, we consider Normality for

both samples, i.e. the usual Behrens-Fisher problem. Then, we introduce thicker tails

and use a Student-t with five degrees of freeclom for f(.) ancl a Cauchy for g(-), which

does not seem to affect the posterior on B dratnatically. Finally, we observe that the

data display considerable positive skewness: Pearson's measure of skewnesa ( ryl ) is 0.78

for the first sample and 1.08 for the second sample. If we wish to tnatch the akewness

found in the fírst salnple with that of the Skewed Exponential Power sampling (SEP)

distribution in (6.5), we need to take ry- 2.0. Using ( 6.5) with 7- 2 for both samplea, we

obtain the third posterior density displayed in Figure 1. Note the marked bimodality and

the substantial overall cíifference with respect to the other saxnpling assttmptions. Thus,

introducing akewness as a departure from Normality seems to have much more impact in

our example than the introduction of thicker tails. Surprisingly, whereas the shapes of

the posterior densities under Nonnal and Skewed Exponential Power saanpling are very

different, they have exactly the same tail behaviour: we know from the previous theory

that all three posterior distributions have moments up to tnin{n - 1, rn - 1}, which is nine

in our case.
In order to sununarize posterior iuf'erence on B, the probabilities of certain regions cau

be useful. In particular

0.953 for Nortnal sampling
P(8 G O~data) - P((i 1 a~data) 0.889 for Student sauipling

- 0.818 for SEP sampling,

where "data" stands for (xt ,..., x,,, yt ,..., y,,, ). Tluts, all sampling schemes would agree

the second drug is better than the first. The Skewed Exponential Power sampling, however,
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allows for very large differences betweeu the two, as P(B C -4~data) - P(~ 1 u-}4~data) -
0.272, whereas it is less than 0.009 for both other cases.

6.2. The R.atio of Locations

In this Subsection we shall first treat the usual Fieller-Creasy problem with Normal
sampling and unknown equal variaaices. In addition, we shall examine the case where the
first sample is still assumed to come froin a Normal distribution, wheress for the second
sample we take a Cauchy distribution. Note that here the common scale, denoted by r
(r -~), links both samples and tlrus we need to consider the joint posterior of a and ~,
from which drawings of B- a~p will be generated.

Under Normality for both samples, Corollary 2 applies and thus the reference prior is

n ~~~
x(o,~,r) a r-~ (-o~ -~ ii~)~ .

m

When g(.) is replaced by a Cauchy p.d.f., we obtain from Theorem 5 using 6( f) - 6(g) - 0
(see Appendix B):

' r rl 2 1 2 ~~2

x(a,Q,r) a r- 1~na t 2Q ~- , (6.8)

in terms of the original parameters. Since th`e posterior a.nalysis greatly simplifies if we use
instead of (6.7) or (6.8) the independence Jeffreys' prior

n(a,Q,r) oc r-', (6.9)

we adopt the following strategy outlined in Stephens aiid Smith (1992):
First, we use ( 6.9) and generate drawings from the corresponcling marginal posterior

distribution for (a,Q). In a second stage we resaxnple ( with replacement) fmm the set

of generated drawings with weights proportional to {(n~m)a~ f QZ}-~~Z for the Normal

case, and {(n~m)aZ t(1~2)A2}'~~2 for the Normal-Cauchy saanpling. This Sampling -

Importance Resaanpling ( SIR) technique will then generate approximate drawings from the
posterior distributioiLS of(a, ~) under the priors (6.7) aaid (6.8). In the actual computations
we used a sample of 150,000 values from wluch we resaanpled 10,000 drawings of (o, p),

which were then simply transformed to drawings of B- a~Q. For the Gibbs sampler used

in (ii), we take a buru-in of 10,000 drawings.

(i) NORMAL SAMPLING
Under the prior ( 6.7), we obtain

x(a,~Idata)a(ma2-~QZ)~~,2fs((~)In-t-rn-2,1 y ~,s:y (0 m))'
(6.10)

where [-~

1 m álld sZ
Li-1(xi - 2)~ -F ~i~ 1(yi - y)Z

y-~n~1I: ~y- n}rn-2 ~
i-1
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The nttmerical analysis will uow be conducted by drawing or and ~3 from the bivariate
Student-t distribution in (G10) and resatnpling with the weights corresponding to the

first factor in (6.10). We note that this SIR scheme requires properness of the Student-t
distribution, which translates to n-~ m? 3, i.e. a total of at least three observations.

However, properness of the entire posterior distribution in (6.10) remains to be checked

in order to validate the analysis. Transfortning (cr, f3) to (B, ~3) we can integrate out ~1

analytically and we are left with

n z ~( z nm(i -!~)Z
1-~-

x(Bldata) oc (mB ~- 1) ~ Sl(n -F m- 2)s:~ f
nB~ -}- m 1

. (6.11)

The second factor in ( 6.11), viewed as a fttnction of 8, can be shown to be botmded away

from both zero and infinity. Thus ( 6.11) has Cauchy tail behaviour attd is always proper

for any n, m 1 1. However, using the satne argument, posterior moments of order 1 1 of

B will not exist.
Note that adopting instead the indepeudence Jeffreys' prior in (6.9) leads to the bivari-

ate Student-t in (6.10), which itnplies a proper posterior for B provided n~ m~ 3. Press

(1969) denotes such a distribution by "t-Ratio"-distribution and stuclies its properties. If

we, however, wottld tLSe the prior a(B,Q, r) oc r-~ in the trans~formed paratneterization, we

can prove that the posterior is not proper for any saznple sizes.

(ii) NORMAL-CAUCHY SAMPLING
We now assutne that the seconcl satnple ( y~ ,..., y,,, ) is generated from a Cauchy

distribution. For subsequent computations it proves useful to express the latter distribution
as the following mixture:

~yilN,re~i) - !N(yilY,(r2~i)-~),

where each ~;, i - 1, ..., m, follows an independent X~ distribution.
Firstly, let tts check properness of the posterior under the appropriate reference prior

in (6.8). Fmm the joint distribtttion of (a, (i, r, 1~ ,..., a,,,, data) we arrive at

r „~ „~ i ~s
a(B,ai,...,~„,Idata) a lexp

`-2 ~~~~J
(nB2 f~a;)-~~2 (ig~ ~ 21-

L ,-t i-~ ` J
z -~s-`

a.~~ 2 n~i~~i~; x-B
~ ~~~~ i (yi - yi) ~- m-~~~y~~ ~(n - 1)ss f ~~~ ~~~ f nB2 f~;`~~i

(6.12)
The last factor in (6.12) is a bounded function of B, which induces Cauchy tails for the con-
ditional distribution of B given (a~, ...,~,,,, data). This immediately itnplies non-existence

of moments of order ~ 1 for the marginal posterior distribution of 6. Subsequently, inte-

grating out ~t ,...,~„, establishes properness of the posterior clistribution for any n, m? 1.
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We ean prove that properness also holcls uncler the prior in (6.9) if aud only if n~-m 1
3. Now, even with the latter prior, tlie posterior clistribution of (a, (i) displays a non-
standard form, reqturing numerical techiuques for its aualysis. We shall use a Gibbs
sampler on (a, Q, r, ~~, ..., a,,,) through the following conditionals [using (6.9)]:

o a x n 0

x Ir2,ai,...,a.,~,data - fiv q I a~~~ 'r-z ['~ '
Y ~N) ~~ . (~ Linl~t~ aC( ) .Lc~,

(6.13)

a r a a~, ... a,,., data `r x; - a ~ a; y; - i,( 2I ,~, , )-ÍcI 2~n 2m,2{~( )2 ~ ( ~)'}~
;-i ;-i

(6.14)
m

~(~,,...,a,..Ia,a,rZ,data)-~ÍG(a;I1,2{1-~r'(y;-Q)~}). (6.15)
r-i

This Gibbs sampler is used to generate a set of drawings from (n, ~3), which is then resam-
pled with weights proportional to {(n~m)a2 -}- 2(i2}''~2 in order to obtain drawings from
the marginal posterior distribution of (a,Q) with the reference prior in (6.8).

Figure 2 suminarizes the posterior inference on B- a~(3 using the Cushny-Peebles
data, where both sa.inples are of size 10. We note that the Normal-Cauchy sampling leads
to a much higher spread of the posterior on B than the usual Normal assumption. However,
we remind the reader that tail behaviour of both is actually the same in terma of existence
of moments. The difference between both posterior distributions can e.g. be illustrated
by P(IBI C lldata), i.e. the probability that the second drug has a larger absolute effect
than the first; this is 1.000 for the Normal model, but only 0.869 for the Normal-Cauchy
specification. In order to investigate whether the effect of the second drug ia at least twice
as large as that of the first in absolute value, we can compute:

1 0.969 for Normal sampling
P(IBI C 2ldata~ - P(IQI 1 ZIol~data) - 0.606 for Normal-Cauchy sampling.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper investigates the reference prior in the context ofgeneral continuous location-
seale models, with location a(possibly multiclime.nsional) and scale r. Under mild reg-
ularity conditions, the usual assumption of Normality is found to be entirely irrelevant
to the form of the reference prior in the location-scale inodel. The reference prior only
depends on the choice of the paraxneter of interest and the sequence of sets {9~}. If we
assume variation independence in {O'}, then we always obtain ~r(a,r) oc r'', no matter
whether a or r is of interest. We caxi also immecliately deduce that this prior coincides
with the independence Jeffreys' prior. Thus, we can motivate the very frequently used

prior A(a,r) oc r-' as being both the reference prior (with a natural ehoice of {6'}) and
the independence Jeffreys' prior in the broacl setting of the general location-scale model.
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In a multivariate context, if our interest focusc~s on the nornt of a itLgtead of on
the entire vector, the fonn of the saanplinq clistributirnt cazi influence the reference prior,
but it does not for certain wicle classes, such as for exchangeable ancl axially symmetric
distributions.

We then consider the situation where two samples were obtained iudependently from
location-scale models. Again, the fonns of the satnpliug densities are kept entirely free,
subject to regularity conditions assuring asymptotic Normality of the likelihood functions.
Both samples can be of different sizes azid generated from different sampling distributions
with p.d.f.'s f(-) and g(-). The parazneter of interest, denoted by 9, will be chosen as
some function of both locations, n and p. We treat in detail the difference, ratio and
product of locations, and thus geueralize, respectively, the Behrens-Fisher, Fieller-Creasy
aad product of Normal means problems. Generally, we show that the fonns of the sampling
distributions, the relative sa.tnple size, and the choices of B and {9~} can influence the
reference prior. However, if we take as mazty groups as pazatneters and raztk the scale(s)
last, we can write the reference prior as the independence Jeffreys' prior times a correction
factor not involving the scale(s).

In the latter situation, the choice of the saznpling cistributions and the relative sample
size are still entirely irrelevant in the generalized BehretLS-Fisher problem, but it can matter
for the reference prior in other two-stunple proUlems. In the generalizecl Fieller-Creasy
problem the reference prior does not depend on f(-) axid g(.) if both are equal and lead to
block-diagonal infonnation matrices. For the product of locations, the condition f(-) - g(-)
stiffices for the reference prior not to depend on the sfunpling clistributions.

A contentious issue in the application of the reference prior algoritlun is the choice of

the sequence of nestecl compact sets {O~}. It is often felt reasonable to choose vatiation

independence in 6~ (such as rectaugles), but then it is not always clear whether rectangles

in the original paraxneters (locatious) or in the transformed parameters ( including the pa-

rameter of interest) are preferable. For the clifference aatd ratio of locations, both sequences

lead to exactly the same reference prior. If we are interested in the pmduct of locations,

however, the same invariance no longer holds. Berger and Bernardo ( 1989) address this

situation in the context of a product of Nonnal means. We extend their results to general

sampling distributions, unequal sample sizes and unknown scale, common to both sam-

pling models. The reference prior corresponding to rectangles in the locations ( i.e. original
parameterization), cazt be given au asymptotic coverage probability motivation, extending

the analysis in Tibshirani ( 1989).

We use a classical data set on the effect of two c6fferent soporific drugs as an illus-
tration of the generalized Behrens-Fisher ancl Fieller-Creasy pmblems. For the difference
of locations we contrast Nonnal sampling with indepenclent sampling from Student and
Skewed Exponential Power distributions. All three cases share a conunon fonn of the refer-
ence prior. The introduction of skewness tluough the Skewed Exponential Power sampling
assumption is seen to have a pronounced effect on the posterior inference on B- a-,B. For
the case where B- a~~, we first take both saanpling clistributions to be Normal and we
then consider the situation where f(.) is Nonnal and g(.) is a Cauchy p.d.f. The reference
prior now varies with the satnpling clistribution. Although tail Uehaviour for both cases
cau Ue shown to bc iclenticetl, the sprPacl of the pcxcterior clistribution of B is much larger
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under the second saxnpling scheme.
Our empirical exercise illustrates both the feasibility of posterior sualysis under non-

Normal sampling distributions, using recent munerical techniques, and the sensitivity of
posterior inference to changes in the saanpling distributions. Thus, extending the reference
posterior analysis to uon-Normal sainpling distributions is of genuine practical interest.
We feel our theoretical results on the influence of the sampling acheme and the choice of
{O~} and B on the reference prior also increase our understauding of the intricate workinga
of this algorithm.

APPENDIX A: PROOFS

Proof of Theorem 1
We apply the reference prior algoritlun described iu Berger and Bernardo (1992),

following their notation [See also Bernazdo a,nd Smith (1994, Proposition 5.30)~.

1. a parameter of interest, r nuisance partuneter (2 groups):
From the information matrix in (2.3), we immecliately obtain that h~(a, r) - r-~c(f),

whereas fmm the variation independence asstuuption we have that A~(a) - 6;. Thus

-~

~2(r~o) - re, r-~drl9;(r)-

In addition, we can derive that h~ (a, r) - r2E(f) for some k x k matrix E(f). Using
again the variation independence, it follows that

T-~
~r~(a,r) - Ie~(a,r),

- fe, r-~dr feá dcr

which leads to the reference prior in (2.7).

2. r parameter of interest, a nuisaz~ce paz~azneter (2 groups):

The information inatrix now takes the form

I(r'o) - `r 6(f) ) rL~f)~

Thus, hz(r, cY) - r~A( f), which does not depend on n, and therefore, using the variation
independence,

x2(IXl r) - .reldnleá(a)~

In addition, h~ (r, a) - r-~e( f) for some constaait e( f), which directly leads to

-i
xi(r,o) - feó da fe, r-'drle~(r'a)~
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Proof of Theorem 2

The information tnatrix takes the fonn

r211t(w,f) r2ultz(w,f) !t3(w,f)

I(tl,w,T) - ~TZiL172(w,f) r2uZ122(w,f) u123(w,f)

113(w, f) T~173(w, f) r-~133(w, f)

where

!t t(w, f) - at t(f ) sinz(w) f 2atz(f ) sin(w) cos(w) ~- a22(f )c~z(w),

!tz(w,f) -{att(f) - azz(f},)} sin(w) cos(w) f atz(f){cosz(w) - sinz(w)},

113(w,f) - bl(f)Slll(w) ~ ~Z(f)~S(w),

!zz (w, f ) - a t t (f ) cosz (w) - 2a t z ( f ) sin(w ) cos(w) -F~ a22 (f ) sinz (w ),

!z3(w, f ) - bt (f ) cos(w) - bz(f ) sin(w),

133(w, f ) - C(f ),

with a;~(f ), b;(f) atxl c( f) as given in (2.4) -(2.6). It is immediately seen that

-t
~á(r~u,w) - fer r-~drle;(r)-

We can also derive that hz(u,w, r) - rzuzvz(w, f), where

v(w,f) - lJ Bt(w,f)!tt(w,f)Bt(w,f) f ltz(w,f)Bz(wzf) f lt3(w, Z)B3(w,f) 1~z, (a.l)
l Bl(w,f){111(w,f)133(w,f)-113(w,f)}-Bz(w,f) ~

for Bt (fJ, f) - 122 (w, f )133 (w,f ) -123 (w, f ), Bz(w, f) - 113 ( w, f )1z3 (w, f ) -114 (w, f )133 (w, f )

and B3(w, f)-!t z(w, f)!z3(w, f)-!t 3(w, f)!zz(w, f). Therefore

E2[{log~hz(u,w,r)~}~u,w]-21ogu~2logv(w,f)-F2J ( logr)n3(r[u,w)dr,
e;

and
t

~s(w,r~u)- fetr- dr f ~~v()
,f)~Ie'(r)Ie~(w).

e

Finally, ht(u,w, r) - rzw(w, f) for some function w(w, f) , and it then follows that

-tr v(w f,nt (u, w, r) - Ie~ (u, w, r),
' - fe; r-'dr feW v(w, f)~ fe;, du

which leads to the result in Theorem 2.
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APPENDIX B: SOME RESULTS ON INFORMATION MATRICES
We now present some resiilts coucerning the infonnation matrix in (2.3), for some

specific choices of f(-) in (2.1). Conditions for asymptotic Nonnality [as in DeGroot
(1970)] have been verified for the location-scale models cotresponding to (A.2), (A.4) and
(A.6).

1. AXIAL SYMMETRY:
f(z) - h(~z~ I,.. ., ~zkl), where I.I represeuts the absolute value, for some non-negative

function h(.). In tlus case it can be derivecí that a;~(f} - 0 for all i~ j and that b;(f) - 0
for all i, which unplies that the information matrix I(n, r) is diagonal.

2. EXCHANGEABILITY AND AXIAL SYMMETRY:
If, in addition to axial symmetry f(.) possesses exchangeability [i.e. f (z,~l~l, . .., zxtkl) -

f(zi,...,zk), for any pennutation {a(1),...,a(k)} of the set of indexes {1,...,k}], we
can iinmediately see froin (2.4) that a;;( f) - a~~(f) for all i,j - 1,... , k. Thus, un-
der exchangeability and axial synunetry I(n,r) is diagonal with the same a;;(f) for all
i - 1, ..,k.

This result applies e.g. to the entire spherical class aixl to any la-spherical class
[defined in Osiewalski aaid Steel (1993)] for q E(l,oo). If, in the spherical context, we
consider the k-variate Student-t with v~ 0 degrees of freedom, which corresponda to

r ~ 1 ~`
f(Z) - r ~ ( ~~) i2 ~1 } ;, Ilzll2) - , (A.2}

~2~( )k

the following infonnation matrix in (2.3) results

z vi.k
T vtk}2Ik 0

I(a~T ) - 0 T-22k~fkfz
(A.3)

Note that, as v-. oo, the information matrix in (A.3) converges to that of the Nonnal
distribution.

A natural reference case within the class of k-variate !Q-spherical distributions cor-
responda to k i.i.d. replications from the univariate Exponential Power distribution, as
explained in Osiewalski and Steel (1993). This case corresponds to

k

f(z) - q ~ eXp ~-II2~q1 ,
(A.4)2~tc~iq~r ~q~ J

where Ilzl~q denotes the q-nonn of z. The infonnation matrix takes the form

I a r
T2 v-i) ~~,l Ik 04, . ~ ~( , ) - ~

0 r-~kq
(A.5)

Clearly, for q - 2, we are back in the Nonnal case.
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3. k-VARIATE SI{EWED EXPONENTIAL POWER DISTRIBUTIONS:
This family of distributions was iutroduced by Fernández et al. (1995b), and in a

k-variate context corresponds to

k k
J 4 r ( 9 l1

f(z) - 1 2~Iqr i i eXp [-2 ~-~ ~`7 ~ I~o.~)(zt) f(-7z~)9I(-~.o)(zt) 1 1 ,
~9~ ~7 } 7~

(A.6)
where ry E(0, oo). For y- 1, we are back in (A.4) which relates to the Exponential Power
distribution. However, for ry ~ 1, f(.) no longer possesses axial symmetry. It can be shown
that, for the k-variate Skewed Exponential Power distribution defined in ( A.6), I(a,r) is
exactly equal to that given in (A.5). Therefore, values of ry~ 1 do not affect the form of
the information matrix.
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